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Abstract 
Determining the level of air pollution is a modern day necessity for government regulators and 
industrialized sources.  Air dispersion models are often used to determine the concentration of a 
pollutant.  However changing conditions and several assumptions made by the models limit their 
accuracy at various times.  This research proposed combining four different air dispersion 
models (Gaussian Plume, Variable K Theory, Box, and AFTOX) into a superensemble.  Since 
the superensemble is typically more accurate than its member models, the end result should be a 
more accurate prediction under any condition.  In the interest of evaluating performance, the 
change in accuracy was measured through RMSE calculations and the change in precision was 
measured through calculating the Brier Score.  It was found that in the prediction of 2NO the 
superensemble produced average reduction of 58.2% (mean RMSE) and a 41.9% (Brier Score) 
from the other models.  In 2SO prediction, the superensemble produced average reductions of 
49.3% (mean RMSE) and a 46.2% (Brier Score) from the lowest model. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Background  
Air pollution is a problem that is commonplace in the industrial world of today.  There is no 
exact date or year one can point to as the beginning.  Before the arrival of man, nature was 
creating air pollutants from volcanoes and windstorms.  The problem started becoming 
significant when pollutants from industrial sources were produced at a faster rate than the 
atmosphere could remove (Banerjee et al, 2011).  Many manufacturing facilities that produce the 
goods necessary for our ever growing population also release many different pollutants as 
byproducts.  These pollutants cause several negative effects including: limited visibility, property 
damage, irritation to the senses, reduction to overall health, and changes to the ecosystem (Bradt 
and Heck, 1968). 
Visibility reduction is one of the more obvious effects and is mainly caused by clouds and 
smoke.  London, England is well known through history for days where thick fog was 
intermingled with coal smoke.  There have also been cases where of reduced visibility through 
sunlit skies such as the photochemical smog in Los Angeles (Keith and Walker, 1995).  Limited 
visibility is most impactful in both transportation through automotive and air travel delays and 
tourism through decreased demand for attractions that hold spectacular views. 
Property damage is caused by pollutants in several ways.  First some pollutants mix with the 
precipitation in the clouds to form acid rain which is corrosive to metals.  Excess ozone in the 
atmosphere has been known to cause rubber cracking in tires and electrical insulation affecting 
the power generation and telephone industries (Keith and Walker, 1995).   All of this damage can 
cost up to several million dollars to repair. 
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The irritation of the senses is primarily focused in the areas of the eyes, nose, and throat.  
Various pollutants can cause watering of the eyes, offensive odors, or a burning sensation of the 
throat.  These all may factor in to the reduction of overall health.  Some of the more serious 
effects linked with air pollution include: Chronic pulmatory disease, cardiovascular diseases, 
lung cancer, and asthmatic attacks (Faith and Atkisson, 1972).  There have been several severe 
cases of polluted air (London, England in 1952; Donora, Pennsylvania in 1948; Meuse Valley, 
Belgium in 1930) where people have died.  However, air pollution was not given as the cause of 
death only as a contributing factor (Mallette, 1955). 
Plant and wildlife are also impacted by pollutants.  Plant life is most often affected by the 
discoloration of their green leaves, often to a silver or bronze color.  The magnitude of the effect 
is dependent upon the pollutant, moisture, type of soil, humidity, exposure to light, and other 
factors (Brandt and Heck, 1968).  Typically, the pollutant is absorbed through the stomata of the 
leaf.  Thus anything that causes the stomata to become open increases the amount of pollutant it 
will receive.  Aquatic animals are affected by acid rain, while land based animals often suffer the 
same effects as humans from air pollutants.  
1.2 Factors Controlling the Spread of Pollutants 
 
The airborne transport and dispersion of these air pollutants is affected by many outside 
stimuli. The main factors are wind and atmospheric stability. As the wind velocity increases, the 
pollutant concentration will decrease. This is due to the ability of the wind to dilute the pollutants 
and more quickly disperse them into the surrounding area. Atmospheric stability has a mixed 
effect on pollutant dispersion.  During the times where the atmospheric conditions are unstable 
the air particles are mixed vertically.  This usually occurs during daylight hours when the air near 
the ground is warmer due to a higher rate of solar warming of the soil (Stern, 1976).  The warmer 
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air near the ground tends to rise and mix with the cooler air above it to make the atmosphere 
more unstable (Ricco et al, 2012).  This process provides an excellent mechanism for the 
dispersion of air pollutant particles.  On the other hand, stable atmospheric conditions usually 
occur in the evening hours when the air near the surface is cooler.  The amount of air mixing is 
vastly reduced.  During stable atmospheric conditions, air pollutants that are released into the 
atmosphere will end up trapped there and can be only be moved with strong horizontal winds. 
Other factors which could alter the dispersion include weather conditions and the topographical 
features of the surrounding area (Williamson, 1973). 
The weather conditions which will affect the concentration of air pollutants are: solar 
radiation, precipitation, and humidity. Solar radiation is a primary factor in the formation of 
ozone and acts to create secondary pollutants in the air. Humidity and precipitation can also react 
with pollutants in the air to create secondary pollutants such as acid rain. Precipitation can also 
act in a beneficial manner through the washing of pollutant particles while in the air and 
eliminating the smaller particulate matter.  
The most popular method to disperse air pollutants is through the use of a smokestack. 
Smokestacks are tall industrial chimneys designed to release pollutants at a height that is 
sufficient to enable the dispersion of emitted pollutants in the atmosphere before the pollutants 
fall back on the surface. As the stack height increases so does the likelihood that pollutants will 
be dispersed and diluted before impacting the surrounding area.  However the cost of the 
smokestack also increases with the increased length so that must be factored in as well. 
1.3   Major Air Pollutants 
It is practically impossible to obtain pure air that has no pollution whatsoever.  Many 
pollutants are found naturally in the atmosphere in trace amounts.  There is often a tradeoff 
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between pollutant decrease and cost and at some point the reduction becomes economically 
unfeasible.  The method of solving this is to allow some pollutant generation but to keep it below 
the levels that would affect human health. 
The EPA has developed limits for several air pollutants in its National Ambient Air Quality 
Standards (NAAQS) as displayed in Table 1.1.  The most common pollutant measurements are 
for nitrogen oxides ( xNO ) and sulfur oxides ( xSO ).  This research will focus on two of the most 
common pollutants 2NO and 2SO . 
Table 1.1  
EPA National Ambient Air Quality Standards for Measured Pollutants 
Pollutant Primary or Secondary Time Period for 
Average 
Allowable 
Concentration 
Nitrogen Dioxide 
( 2NO ) 
Primary 1 Hour 0.1 ppm 
Both Annual 0.053 ppm 
Sulfur Dioxide 
( 2SO ) 
Primary 1 Hour 0.75 m 
 
1.3.1 Nitrogen oxides ( xNO ) .  There are several different nitrogen gases produced as 
byproducts of industry.  Nitrogen oxide ( xNO ) gasses are considered restricted pollutants due to 
research showing their emitted particles to be poisonous to both humans and animals (EPA, 
2012).  When exposed to other atmospheric particles, several of the xNO  gasses will react to 
form acid rain and smog.  xNO is considered more of a short term pollutant as it will either react 
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with the atmospheric particles or be carried away by the wind or precipitation fairly quickly.  
Most of the areas impacted by xNO  are urban industrial centers.     
Nitric Oxide (NO) and Nitrogen Dioxide ( 2NO ) are the two most prevalent gasses released 
by industry. The emission sources are varied.  The largest source stems from the high 
temperature combustion of fuel used for industrial activities, commercial and residential heating, 
and vehicle use. Forest fires can also be a large natural source of xNO  (Air Quality Monitoring 
Network, 2008). 
1.3.2 Sulfur oxides ( xSO ) .  There are four forms sulfur oxides that are able to exist in the 
gas phase: sulfur monoxide, sulfur dioxide, sulfur trioxide, and di-sulfur monoxide.  Sulfur 
dioxide ( 2SO ) is the most common and dangerous form.  It is typically released in very high 
concentrations and is a colorless gas that has a very strong odor. The EPA regulates 2SO as a 
baseline to control all xSO  emissions.  Concentrations above 6 ppm begin to cause irritation of 
the nose and throat (Faith and Atkisson, 1972).   Prolonged exposure of anywhere from 1 hour to 
24 hours can trigger asthma attacks and cause bronchial tubes and the lungs to constrict (Naik, 
2005).  The gas is usually produced at high levels through the burning of fossil fuels from 
automobiles and heavy industry. 
1.4 Objective of Thesis 
The objective of this thesis is to show that a set of air dispersion models when placed in a 
superensemble will be more accurate than any one particular model.  The benefit of this research 
will be an enhancement upon the effectiveness of existing air modeling technology.  As each 
individual model has conditions where it works well and other conditions which limit its 
accuracy and effectiveness, using only one model will not always produce effective results.  It is 
proposed that by grouping several models together in a superensemble, the more accurate models 
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will be given precedence and the lesser models will be minimized.  The results for each model 
and the superensemble will be calculated and evaluations will be performed using the Root Mean 
Square Error and Brier Score.   
1.5  Organization of Thesis 
This thesis is divided into five chapters. The next chapter will discuss the member models 
that were included for this research.  Chapter three will examine the superensemble and its 
methodology.  Chapter four will go over the research procedure and data sets obtained.  Lastly, 
the results obtained and the conclusions derived from the data with suggestions for future 
research will be discussed in chapter five. 
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CHAPTER  2 
Air Dispersion Models 
2.1  Introduction 
The concept of creating models for specific air pollutants was started shortly after World 
War I when army researchers from England attempted to predict the path of poison gas 
chemicals when emitted over the ground troops and how it was affected by temperature and 
changing weather.  Sutton (1953) presented the results of this work in his book.  In the next thirty 
years, scientists were able to expand their knowledge of the atmosphere.  During the 1960’s, the 
technology needed for accurate pollutant detection was developed and more dependable air 
models began to appear.  Some were of high enough quality that they could be used for 
regulatory purposes.  The works produced by Pasquill (1974) and Stern (1976) discuss the 
various experiments performed over this time. Today the staggering innovations in pollutant 
tracking and the increasing size and scope of the models being developed almost forces 
researchers to comb specialized journals and conference proceedings on a daily basis to look for 
new developments.  Over time this will be leading towards a new generation of air dispersion 
models. 
There are several air dispersion models in use today and each of them has their own 
strengths and weaknesses. The weaknesses affect certain areas where the model is not able to 
produce or gives inaccurate results.  Thus several models can be given the same data and 
produce vastly different results.  It would be beneficial to combine the various air dispersion 
models using a Super Ensemble to create a new system.  The system would be able to use the 
input parameters to choose which model result to give the most weight in the calculations.  By 
reducing or eliminating the weaker models impact the final results will be more accurate.  
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2.2   Gaussian Plume Model 
 The Gaussian Plume Model is a mathematical model used to approximate the 
concentration of a pollutant.  It is somewhat limited as it can only calculate for one specific 
pollutant that is created by a single point source.  The model assumes steady state conditions.  
Dispersion is assumed to occur in three directions: downwind in the x direction, crosswind in the 
y direction, and vertically in the z direction.  In 1932, O.G. Sutton developed the following 
equation:                          
 ( )
( )

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 where ),,( zyxC is the concentration ( 3m
g ) at a point which is located x meters downwind of the 
source, y meters away from the centerline of the plume and z meters above the ground; q is the 
flow rate of the pollutant, (
s
g );  u is the wind velocity (
s
m ); h is the height of the source above 
ground level (m); and yσ  and zσ are the standard deviations of a statistically normal plane in 
the lateral and vertical directions (Horst, 1976).  The horizontal dispersion parameter yσ  is 
calculated through using the power law and solved for with the following equation: 
                                                             
b
y ax=σ                                                                          (2)  
where a and b are obtained from Table 2.1 and are based on the Pasquill Stability Categories.  
The Pasquill Stability Categories were developed as a way to classify the atmospheric conditions 
by using a single letter.  These letters range from Extremely Unstable (A) to Moderately Stable 
(F) and they are based off of many conditions including: time of day, wind speed, temperature, 
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and turbulence. There are The Stability Parameter is used by the AFTOX model for its 
calculations and will be discussed in section 2.4. 
Table 2.1  
Coefficients and Exponents for the Horizontal Dispersion Parameter 
Stability Category  A B C D E F 
Stability Parameter  0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 
a 0.40 0.32 0.22 0.143 0.102 0.076 
b 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 
 
The vertical horizontal dispersion parameter, zσ , is found in a very similar method with 
the exception of being more dependent on the downwind distance away from the source in the x 
direction.  It is also found using a form of the power law:    
                                                                     
d
z cx=σ                                                                  (3) 
where c and d are coefficients based on the Stability Category value, distance away from the 
source in the x direction, and their values are chosen from Table 2.2.  The values of c and d are 
significantly more dependent of the downwind distance than the values of b and a.  
 It is interesting to note that typically the final amount calculated for  
z
σ
 will usually end 
up being greater than yσ due to the fact that the pollutant concentration is higher along the 
vertical axis that along the lateral axis.  This is especially true of pollutants that were released 
from high smokestacks.  In many instances smokestacks have proved themselves to be a cost 
effective method to improve the dispersion of a pollutant by increasing both the maximum travel 
distance away from the source and the amount of pollutant that is naturally broken down by 
natural atmospheric processes.  This means that it is often advantageous for manufacturing 
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facilities to obtain long smokestacks for new factories and occasionally replace worn out 
smokestacks in some of their existing factories.  
Table 2.2  
Coefficients and Exponents for the Vertical Dispersion Parameter 
Stability Category  A B C D E F 
Stability Parameter  0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 
x(m)< 745 745 2000 1100 1400 1400 
c 0.0414 0.1036 0.1173 0.0975 0.1050 0.0617 
d 1.3155 1.0026 0.9112 0.8414 0.7692 0.7884 
x(m)> 745 745 2000 1100 1400 1400 
c 0.0001928 0.0534 0.4422 0.6097 0.8788 0.9990 
d 2.1234 1.1029 0.7382 0.5808 0.4771 0.4771 
 
2.3   Variable K Theory Model 
The Variable K Theory model was developed to determine the steady state dispersion of 
a pollutant and was derived from the following equation of the Advection Dispersion model 
(Sharan and Yadav, 1998): 
   
S
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(4) where C is the mean concentration ( 3m
g ), S is the source term,  ,xK yK , and zK are the eddy 
diffusion coefficients in the x, y, and z directions, and U is the mean wind velocity in the x axis 
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(
s
m ).  One solution for this partial differential equation depends on the values obtained or set for 
U, K and S.  In 1998, Sharan and Yadav found that for optimum performance the value for U 
could either be a constant or determined through a power function of z, while the K values could 
either be constant or a function dependent on their position, and S is based on the position of the 
source relative to the coordinate system.  For the purpose of this study, the Variable K Theory 
model will be created and utilized under the conditions of the Advection Dispersion equation 
created by U being kept constant with a non-zero value, and the K values originating as linear 
functions of downwind distance based on Taylor’s theory for small travel times such that: 
                                    xx UK α= , yy UK β= , zz UK γ=                                                           (5) 
where α, β, and γ  represent turbulence parameters and vary with stability (Sharan and Modani, 
2007).    
 By implementing these conditions, the fundamental equation is changed to: 
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     where  2
*
)/(25.6 Uu=α , =β 2
*
)/(61.3 Uu , 2
*
)/(69.1 Uu=γ , U is the mean wind velocity, 
and 
*
u is the friction velocity scale (Sharan and Modani, 2007). 
The Variable K Theory model is composed from two special cases of the Advection 
Dispersion Model.    The first special case requires isotropic diffusion and no wind velocity 
(U=0).  In this instance the concentration at a point could be calculated by using the following 
equation (Sharan and Yadav, 1998):       
                                             
Kr
QC
π4
=                                                                            (7) 
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where r is the radial distance from the source (m), K is the diffusion constant, and Q is the 
pollutant emission rate (g/s).  However since several of the other air dispersion models used in 
the superensemble model pool require a wind velocity, the no wind special case has been left out 
of the model pool for this study.   The other special case requires isotropic diffusion and a wind 
velocity below 2 
s
m
 and the following equation is used in to calculate the concentration at a 
given point (Sharan and Yadav, 1998):                                            
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with 2
*
)/(25.6 Uu=α
,
=β 2
*
)/(61.3 Uu , 2
*
)/(69.1 Uu=γ where U is the mean wind velocity 
and 
*
u is the friction velocity scale, Q is the pollutant emission rate (g/s), x is the downwind 
distance away from the point source, and H is the effective stack height. 
2.4   Air Force Toxic Chemical Dispersion Model (AFTOX) 
In 1988, B. A. Kunkel created AFTOX by significantly improving a project where he had 
upgraded and enhanced an older model called SPILLS.  SPILLS had previously been developed 
by the Shell Oil Company (Zettlemoyer, 1990).  The principal changes made to the old model 
were:  a new process that could calculate the atmospheric stability; the use of continuous 
numerical stability parameters instead of the previous letter based discrete Pasquill stability 
categories; the calculations made from adding the concentrations for overlapping puffs; the 
utilization of surface roughness which then made the rate of dispersion more accurate; and the 
prediction of concentration averages over an user determined length of time (Zettlemoyer, 1990).  
The AFTOX model is based on the Gaussian Puff equation which is used to determine the 
dispersion of a puff of air over time.   The Gaussian puff equation uses the scientific law of 
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conservation of matter during its calculations so it does not apply the principal of decay or 
deposition.   In order to apply the puff equation for steady state pollutant releases, AFTOX 
assumes there are four puffs released every minute (Kunkel, 1988).  Another assumption made is 
that the distribution of concentration within the puff is Gaussian.  The Gaussian puff equation is 
shown below: 
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where G is the concentration of the puff at a given point (x,y,z) and time (t - t'); q is the rate at 
which the puff is released.  The parameters: xσ  , yσ  , zσ  are the standard deviation of the 
concentration in the x, y, and z directions. The variable t is the total elapsed time since the 
pollutant was released, and the t' is the time of emission of the puff. Thus (t - t') is the time the 
puff has travelled since it was emitted (Paal, 1993).  The variable u is the wind speed at 10 m; 
and H is the height of the source.  It is assumed that xσ = yσ  to produce a circular horizontal 
puff cross-section (Kunkel, 1988) so only the values of yσ and zσ need further calculation. 
 These dispersion parameters ( yσ  , zσ ) are most affected by the atmospheric stability and 
the distance away from the source. In the Gaussian plume equation, the atmospheric stability is 
most commonly determined by using the Pasquill stability categories, which range from category 
A for a very unstable atmosphere to F for a very stable atmosphere.  AFTOX tries to improve on 
this by using a continuous stability parameter which ranges from 0.5 to 6 instead of the Pasquill 
discrete stability categories. This is done to prevent sharp changes to the calculated hazard 
distances when changing from one stability category to another as sometimes required due to a 
slight change in wind speed, solar angle, or cloud cover (Zettlemoyer, 1990).    
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The horizontal dispersion parameter yσ  is determined by using the power law as shown 
previously in equation 2 and the values for the coefficient (a) and the exponent (b) are obtained 
from Table 2.1.  The relationship between the coefficient (a) and the stability parameter from 
Table 2.1 is calculated for AFTOX using the equation: 
                                      
2
*00904.0*1232.0479.0 SPSPa +−=                                             (10) 
 The one drawback of Equation 2 is that it is only able to calculate yσ for a surface 
roughness of 3 cm and a concentration averaging time of 10 seconds (Sportisse, 2007).  For all 
other conditions, the (a) coefficient must be adjusted to take into account other possible values 
for both the surface roughness at the point source ( oZZ ) and other possible concentration 
averaging times ( ot ) as specified by Paal (1993).  The AFTOX model uses the following 
equation to calculate the correct horizontal dispersion parameter ( )
cy
σ
 as found by Kunkel in 
1988: 
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 The vertical horizontal dispersion parameter, zσ , is found in a very similar manor with 
the exception of using Equation 3 for the calculation as well as requiring Table 2.2 for obtaining 
the coefficient (c ) and exponential (d) values.   The value of zσ also needs to be corrected if the 
surface roughness at the spill site ( oZZ ) is different than the surface roughness at the wind 
measurement site ( oZ ) which is assumed to be 3m. The corrected vertical dispersion parameter 
( )
cz
σ , is found using the following expression (Zettlemoyer, 1990): 
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AFTOX assumes that an adjustment for changing the concentration averaging time ( ot ) is not 
necessary due to the probability of large eddies occurring in the vertical direction being 
significantly lower than in the horizontal direction (Paal, 1993). AFTOX calculates which 
Stability Parameter to use from the following equation: 
                                              ( )010 *100log* ZBASP +=                                                         (13)  
                                                   where: LA /67.215.3 +=  
                                               48.0=B when  015.0/1 >L  
                                            
08.1/1*63.43 LB = when 015.0/1 <L  
                                                       B =-B when |I/L| < 0 
                                              L is the Monin-Obukov length (m) 
                                 0Z  is the surface roughness at the point source (m) 
Obtaining the value of the Monin-Obukov length is one of the more difficult steps as it is 
neither a measured or input parameter.  It is possible to calculate a value, but the problem lies in 
that L is dependent on both the friction velocity (
*
u ) and sensible heat flux (H) so they must be 
found first.   To obtain a value for the friction velocity, AFTOX will first develop a surface layer 
wind profile using the specific equations for neutral, unstable, and stable conditions.  
The measure of stability in this instance is based solely on the positive heat flux.  Any 
value greater than 1 2m
W
 is considered to be unstable.   Stable conditions require a negative heat 
flux of less than - 1 2m
W
 .   Any heat flux within the range of 1 and -1 2m
W
 is considered neutral. 
The heat flux usually provides an excellent initial estimate of 
*
u .  The three equations for the 
surface wind calculation are provided below (Kunkel, 1988): 
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  where  u is the measured wind speed, 
*
u  is the friction velocity, k is the von Karman constant, 
Z is the stack height, 0Z  is the roughness length at the point source, and  L is the Monin-
Obukhov length.  The other parameters can be found through these given calculations:  α = Z/L 
when Z <L and α = 1 when Z > L. ( ) 4/1/151 LZx −=  and ( ) 4/1/151 LZx oo −=
.
 
 The solar heat flux can be acquired indirectly through the calculation of the net radiation 
(Q).  The following two equations show the necessary steps to get the solar heat flux 
(Zettlemoyer, 1990):  
                                                             QGEH =++ λ                                                           (17) 
where H is the sensible heat flux, Eλ is the latent heat flux,  G is the soil heat flux which is 
usually  approximated to have an initial value of 0.1*Q, and Q is the net radiation.  In the special 
case of snow-covered surfaces, G will be given an initial value of 0 due to the poor conductivity 
of snow.  The net radiation can then be calculated with this equation (Zettlemoyer, 1990): 
                                                  
( )
3
2
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1
1
1
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NCTTCSRrQ
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=
σ
                                        (18) 
where r is the ground insulation, initially given a value of 0.25, except in the case of snow cover, 
when it is then set at 0.75. T is the air temperature in degrees Kelvin.  σ  is the Stefan-
Boltzmann constant, equal to 5.67 * 10^-8 42 Km
W
 and the empirical constants C1 and C2 are  
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typically given values of 5.31 x 10^13  2m
W
 and 60 2m
W
. The surface heating coefficient C3 will 
depend on the moisture content of the surface.  Typically a value of 0.12 is given to a wet surface 
while dry or bare soil would get a higher value up to 0.38 depending on the amount of water 
present in the soil pores (Paal, 1993). However, AFTOX took into account the user’s desire for 
quicker processing times so C3 was set equal to 0.12 for a wet surface and 0.25 for a dry surface 
(Paal, 1993).  SR is the solar radiation and is obtained using the following equation (Kunkel, 
1988): 
                                                             21 aaSRo += φsin                                                        (19) 
where  1a  and 2a are turbidity coefficients which are most affected by the concentrations of 
water vapor and dust at the point source. These coefficients will often change depending on both 
the location of the point source and the time of day of the puff release.  Both can greatly affect 
the changing of turbidity of the air. The AFTOX model uses initial values of 1a  = 990 W/m^2 
and  2a = -30 W/m^2 because they were the mean value determined from the testing runs 
(Kunkel, 1991).   The other factor needed to be considered is the amount of decrease of solar 
radiation caused by the fraction of clouds which cover the sky in the target area (Paal, 1993): 
                                                         
( )211 bo NbSRSR +=                                                           (20) 
where N is the fraction of cloud cover  and 1band 2b being empirical coefficients which AFTOX  
gives initial values of 1b = -0.75 and 2b = 3.4.  AFTOX is able to assign those values based on 
making the assumption that the solar radiation which is able to travel to the Earth’s surface 
during cloudy days is only 25% of what would reach the surface on a sunny day (Kasten and 
Czeplak, 1980). 
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 The solar elevation angle for a given time and location can be calculated by a equation 
derived by Woolf in 1980: 
                                           HDLADLA coscoscossinsinsin +=φ                                        (21) 
where LA Is the latitude of the point source, D is the solar declination angle, and H is the solar 
hour angle. 
The solar declination angle is a function of time (in days) with the maximum and 
minimum angles occurring during summer and winter, respectively (Kunkel, 1991). One factor 
which must be taken into account is that the earth's path around the sun is not a pure circle, so a 
new equation must be applied to adjust the solar declination angle (Paal, 1993): 
                                                          σsin4438.23sinsin =D                                                 (22) 
where: 
            aaaaa 2cos00162.02sin01994.0cos0795.0sin9148.1935.279 −+−++=σ          (23) 
 In the above equation (σ ) is calculated in degrees and (a) represents the angular fraction of the 
year and is found by the following equation (Kunkel, 1988): 
                                                     ( ) 242.365/1360 −= JOa                                                      (24) 
 where JO is the Julian date. 
 The solar hour angle (H) is a measure of the longitudinal distance to the sun from the 
point source location and is calculated with the following equation (Kunkel, 1988): 
                                                       ( ) LOMZOH −−= 15                                                      (25) 
where H is calculated in degrees, ZO is the Greenwich mean time (GMT) in hours, M is the time 
of meridian passage, or true solar noon in hours, and LO is the longitude of the testing station 
with positive values defined as being west of Greenwich (Kunkel, 1991). M is calculated from 
the following expression (Paal, 1993): 
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                aaaaM 2cos06078.02sin153809.0cos004289.0sin12357.012 −+−+=           (26) 
where a  represents the angular fraction of the year and is found by equation 24. 
After the sensible heat flux (H) is calculated, it is then used to find the Monin- 
Obukhov length (L) using the following equation (Kunkel, 1991): 
                                                          
H
pu
L
0112.0
3
*−=                                                                (27) 
where L is measured in m, p is the atmospheric pressure (mb), 
*
u  is measured in (
s
m ) , and H is 
found  in ( 2m
W ) . Once the Monin-Obukhov length is calculated, it is then used in both the wind 
profile equations (Equations 14 to 16) to determine the correct stability level of the heat flux and 
in the Stability Parameters calculation (Equation 13) to determine the value of the A and B 
variables. 
2.5  Box Model  
The box model operates on the principle that the emitted plume from a point source will 
expand so that it will to fill the entire surface area of a theoretical cube having a width y and a 
height z (Williamson, 1973).  Through the process of calculating the average concentration of the 
plume for every location on the downwind face. If an equal amount pollutant exits the box when 
compared to how much is going into the box then the box volume is directly proportional to the 
wind speed and the equation to calculate the box concentration is (Arya, 1999): 
                                     CyzuxyQyzuC
t
C
ao −∆+=∂
∂
                                                     (28)       
where oC  is the initial concentration coming into the box, C is the pollutant concentration 
coming out of the box, u is the wind velocity, x∆  is the downwind distance away from the 
source, aQ  is the plume flow rate inside the box, and y and z are the box width and height 
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respectively.  When considering the case of steady state concentration   
t
C
∂
∂
 will become zero 
and the new equation will become (Arya, 1999): 
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xQCC ao
∆
+=                                                               (29)  
and if the decay rate is significant it will also factor into the equation (Ayra, 1999): 
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where k is the pollutant decay rate.  There is essentially an inverse relationship between the 
concentration and both wind velocity as well as mixing height (Williamson, 1973).  That is due 
to their ability to expand the theoretical box as they increase. 
2.6    Dispersion Modeling Accuracy  
One of the drawbacks of using any air dispersion model is the amount of error in the 
estimation of the pollutant concentration that gets produced.  This error mostly arises from the 
inherent difficulty of using a relatively simple modeling framework to determine the 
concentration profile which is influenced by very complex and variable stimuli (Faith and 
Atkisson, 1972).   In the process of calculating the concentration of a pollutant there are a 
multitude of opportunities for error to become a factor.  Some of the more prominent sources of 
error for a particular model include: the development of mathematical formula used by the 
model, the quality of the initial data parameters used in the calculation, the number of pollutant 
sources, and the complexity of the atmosphere (Turner and Schultz, 2007).   
Another prominent source of error is commonly found during the gathering and 
measurement of air samples.  The concentration data obtained from air samples obtained at the 
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same testing site but during different time periods could vary widely.  The sampled data could 
differ by 10 or even 100 times as much due to changes in the wind direction, atmospheric 
stability, emission level, reactivity of the pollutant, or the pollutant existing in two or more 
phases (Keith and Waller, 1995).  
However there are also many sources of error that end up being too costly and 
impractical to obtain a full or sometimes a partial estimation.  Some of these instances include: 
missing some or all of the data necessary for calculating the magnitude of imprecision from the 
measurements, having the available data be insufficient or not knowing how exactly it is related 
to the uncertainty calculation (Turner and Schultz, 2007).  One example of this type of error is 
created through the relationship between  2SO
  
and 2NO  concentrations and the sulfur and 
nitrogen content of the fuel source that emits up the smokestack.  Since the fuel source typically 
is not fully heterogeneously mixed, these two concentrations will vary.  The concentrations may 
also be influenced through the various manufacturing processes being run.  Human error and 
unpredicted events are also sources of unknown error.   
The main corrective solution that is used to minimize the error is to create adjustments in 
the model calculations. By calibrating the model against known results it is hoped that error may 
be minimized although some bias is introduced within the process.  One of the possible 
workarounds is to use several models with the objective that some of the error will cancel itself 
out.  The superensemble has the ability to provide significant error reduction due to its design.  
By using a training phase where the forecasts of the various models can be analytically 
reconstituted through the use of multiple linear regressions, the error, bias, and skill are 
implicitly included and optimized into the superensemble forecast in the prediction phase (Yun 
et al, 2004).  The superensemble will be discussed further in the next section.     
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CHAPTER  3 
Superensemble 
3.1 Introduction 
Due to the fact that each air model has a weakness that hinders their accuracy under some 
condition or time, it may prove to be beneficial to combine the various air dispersion models.  
This research study attempted to do this using a superensemble.  The superensemble is able to 
use previous model calculations and compare it to the actual conditions.  The superensemble 
does this to choose which model result to give the most weight in the calculation of the 
superensemble prediction.  It is hoped that through reducing the influence of the less accurate 
models and giving more weight to the best models, the final prediction will be more accurate.  
The superensemble was created because the capabilities of the ensemble mean were not 
able to provide accurate predictions.  An ensemble mean is essentially just a straight average of 
all its member models.  All of its members are given the same weight of one divided by the 
number of models in the pool.  The superensemble is an extension of bias-corrected ensemble 
mean forecasting which removes the bias of each member model (Krishnamurti, 1999).  The 
superensemble assigns higher and lower weights to account for biases and better or worse model 
performances.  The weights get calculated by a multiple linear regression method which 
compares the previous predictions of the member models against the measured values.  Some 
models will be more accurate than others.  This development will set up  a reward system which 
will give the better performing models a higher weight (Williford, 2002).  The only drawback in 
the process is that a model’s prior results will not always predict how accurate the model will be 
in the present or the future especially if the data has changed (Jordan, 2005). 
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 Due to the fact that the models have different levels of accuracy under various conditions, 
it stands to reason that the probability and the model weights would be different for the 
superensemble and ensemble mean (Stefanova and Krishnamurti 2002).  
3.2 Previous Work 
The superensemble was first developed by Krishnamurti (1999) to improve the Atlantic 
tropical cyclone forecasts.  It was designed to use previous forecasts from a pool of member 
models in an attempt to correct biases in their forecasts and rank each model’s relative strength.  
By using this method, the new tropical cyclone predictions were more accurate than any of the 
models in the pool (Krishnamurti et al, 1999).  The superensemble method was next applied to 
climate forecasting and global precipitation forecasting (Krishnamurti et al, 2000).  The next 
improvement occurred when Krishnamurti (2001) created a multi-model bias-removed ensemble 
which was a special case in that  the member models all had the same history of reliability and 
no scaling bias.  By applying in depth analysis of both the RMSE and each member models 
resulting correlation, the superensemble forecast was proved to be significantly better than any of 
the member models individual forecasts, as well as the multi-model bias-removed ensemble 
(Stefnova and Krishnamurti, 2002).  The Briar Skills Score was introduced to the superensemble 
process to assist in the process of increasing forecast accuracy and precision (Krishamurti et al, 
2003).   
Up to this point, the superensemble had been used to predict hurricanes in the Atlantic.  
Other applications began to emerge, beginning when the superensemble technology was applied 
for the purpose of predicting the surface temperature for regions of the US (Mo, 2003).  The 
superensemble was also adapted to predict tropical storms and typhoons in regions such as the 
Pacific (Kumar et al, 2004), Korea (Kim et al, 2004), Southeast Asia (Mahmud, 2004), South 
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America (Chaves et al, 2005), and China (Krishamurti et al, 2009).  Other applications developed 
for the superensemble application include prediction of precipitation (Mahud and Ross, 2005), 
(Cane et al, 2006 ), and  (Cane et al, 2010); evaluating planetary boundary schemes 
(Krishnamurti et al, 2008); determining the ocean surface temperature (Krishnamurti et al, 2006); 
and modeling the diural cycle (Chakraboty et al, 2007). 
Vautard et al. (2001) first came up with the idea of using several of the available 
numerical weather prediction (NWP) models in an ensemble to predict air quality measurements.  
That was followed by the combination of both NWP and air quality models (Warner et al, 2002).  
Straume (2001) developed an ensemble of several forecasts which were input into a Lagrangian 
air dispersion model.  The next breakthrough appeared with the idea to create a mean ensemble 
to predict the ozone concentration  ((Monache et al, 2003), (Mallet and Sportisse, 2006), and 
(Monache et al, 2007).  In 2007 Mallet et al developed Polyphemus, an ensemble consisting of 
two Gaussian and two Eulerian models.   To date there has been no published research that 
combines the superensemble method with air dispersion modeling. 
3.3 Superensemble Theory 
The superensemble is composed of two parts: a training phase and a forecast phase.  The 
training phase uses the previous predictions from the member models and then compares them to 
the observed values.  The variables solved for using the member models are compared with the 
measured values through application of a linear regression technique (Yun et al, 2003).  The 
linear regression is achieved by using a minimization function which acts to limit the difference 
between the calculated and the measured values.  The minimization function is given by this 
equation (Krishnamurti et al, 2001): 
                                             
( ) ( )( )
2
0
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=
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t
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                                                                     (31)  
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where J is the error function which needs to be minimized to obtain the weights ia , length is the 
length of the training period dataset, S(t) is the superensemble prediction, and O(t) is the 
observed state (Yun et al, 2004).  
 The weights ia are then sent to the forecast phase where the superensemble prediction is 
created.  The weights are based solely on each model’s performance in the training phase and 
can be negative if that model’s result is negatively correlated with the result of the other models 
in the superensemble (Chakraborty et al. 2007).  The weights have the ability to be further 
altered for any model that contains bias.   These adjustable weights are the main reason the 
superensemble forecast is more accurate than the ensemble mean forecast (Stefanova and 
Krishnamurti 2002). The length of the training period is an important factor in obtaining accurate 
predictions.  Prior superensemble research has found that between 50 and 75 cases are needed to 
obtain an acceptable forecast (Willford, 2002).  The problem with that number is that sometimes 
there is not enough cases to be able to obtain that number.  One of the limitations of the training 
period is that the member models are evolving and improving over time.  The amount of data 
sets which can be used is limited by the last change of each model (Stefanova and Krishnamurti 
2002). 
 The prediction phase of the superensemble is found through the following equation 
(Krishnamurti et al, 1999): 
                                                 ( ) ( )( )ii
N
i
i FtFaOtS −+= ∑
=1
                                                       (32) 
where O is the mean of the observed value in the training phase, N is the number of models in 
the superensemble, ia is the regression coefficient or weight of each model, ( )tFi is the forecast 
made by each model I, and iF is the mean of all forecasts over the training period. 
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3.3.1 Obtaining the weights for each member model.  The superensemble forecast 
represented by equation (32) can be rewritten into a form which requires an ensemble that uses 
only modified unbiased forecasts Fsi  (Mahmud and Ross, 2005): 
                                                                         ∑
=
=
N
i
iFsN
S
1
1
                                                  (33) 
where:                                                       ( ) OFFNaFs iiii +−=                                            (34) 
 These modified forecasts must then be assigned weights based on the ability of each 
model to correctly forecast an event ε .   The probability of ε is derived from the superensemble 
equation and is calculated using the following equation (Mahmud and Ross, 2005):  
                                                            ( )∑
=
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where the weights wi are adjusted so they add up to 1. For equally reliable models, wi = 1/N.   For 
models which have approximately the same accuracy, wi = 1/N. One method of calculating 
the weights for each member model is to tie them with the mean of the absolute value of the 
original regression coefficient, as shown in the equation below (Stephanova and Krishnamurti, 
2002): 
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Stephanova and Krishnamurti (2002) found the best choice for λ empirically to be 0.5.   Another 
method which has shown to yield better results is based on relating the statistical weights to the 
hit rate for the event and nonevent during the training period: 
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where ci is the sum of the hit rate for the event and the hit rate for the nonevent for the ith model 
over the training period and κ is an empirically chosen constant fixed at the optimal value of 3 
(Stephanova and Krishnamurti, 2002). The values of ci are found through the creation of a 
contingency table for the event E for each modified model Fsi over the training period.  The table 
variables used are as followed:  α is the number of events forecast and observed, β is the number 
of events forecast but not observed, γ is the number of events observed but not forecast, and δ is 
the number of events neither forecast nor observed (Stephanova and Krishnamurti, 2002). The 
hit rate ci is then calculated using the equation (Yun, 2004) : 
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=ic                                                      (38) 
 The greatest benefit of using this approach for defining the weights is that it is event 
dependent and can better represent the relative trustworthiness of the different models with 
respect to the chosen event (Weigel et al, 2007).  Thus it is applicable under numerous 
conditions.    
3.3.2  The Briar score.  Due to the fact that for one measurement the probability forecast 
is neither correct nor wrong, probability forecasts are judged through the evaluation of all 
measurement sites. (Stephanova and Krishnamurti, 2002). A probabilistic forecast works by 
determining how likely an event ε will occur. One of the most widely used methods for 
verification of probability forecasts is the Brier skill score.  A Brier skill score is determined 
through choosing an event ε that will either happen at measurement site k or will not (Brier, 
1950).  The value of the function will be: o(k) = 1 if ε occurred, o(k) = 0 if it did not and is will 
have its probability defined by f(k). The Brier score is then defined as (Brier, 1950): 
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where the index k refers to the forecast–observation pairs and n is the total number of such pairs 
within the dataset(Willks, 1995). The lowest possible value of the Brier score is zero, and it can 
only be obtained by making a perfect forecast. The Brier score can be further broken down into 
three terms: reliability, resolution, and uncertainty, as follows:  
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                                         Reliability              Resolution        Uncertainty 
where o  = (1/n)Σnk=1o(k)  and is the unconditional mean frequency of occurrence of the event ε. I 
represents the number of measurements. The frequency with which forecasts of yi are issued is 
p(yi) (Murphy, 1973).  
 The reliability term evaluates how accurate the forecast will be.  A forecast that is 
perfectly reliable will have the observed conditional frequency oi be the same as the forecast 
probability y.  The resolution term addresses the distance between the predicted frequency and 
the measured value frequency (Berliner and Yongku, 2008). Predictions near the measured value 
have great resolution, due to the fact that the forecast frequency is close to the measured 
frequency.   However they are weak in reliability, because they lack the ability to be accurate 
over the entire concentration profile.  The uncertainty term is way to tell how much change is 
involved within the concentration profile so it is independent of the difference between the two 
predictions (Weigel et al 2007).   
 The next step in the process is to modify the superensemble equation to incorporate the 
probability used by the Briar Score through the creation of “an ensemble of modified unbiased 
forecasts iFs ” (Stephanova and Krishnamurti, 2001).  
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The terms inside the bracket can be substituted out with iFs  and the final equation would be 
(Mishra and Krishnamurti, 2007): 
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                        where:                   ( ) OFFNaFs iiii +−=                                                     (43) 
 Because the accuracy of each model will vary, it is then prudent to assign an additional 
weight based on the probability forecast density.  Stephnova and Krishnamurti (2001) define the 
probability of an event ε occurring as: 
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where: ( )iPsδ =0 if the event does not occur and ( )iPsδ =1 if the event occurs.  The new weights 
also need to be normalized just as the model regression coefficients were so the total is 1. The 
weights are calculated during the training period using the following equation (Cartwright and 
Krishnamurti, 2007): 
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where ic  is the sum of the hit rate for predicting the event occurring and the hit rate for 
predicting the event not occurring.  The value for k is a fixed constant thatCane and Milelli 
(2010) found to provide the optimum level of precision at a value of 3.  
 The value for ic  can be found using this equation (Stephanova and Krishnamurti, 2001): 
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where α represents the number of events that were both predicted and observed, β represents the 
amount of events that were predicted but not observed, γ  is the amount of events observed but 
not predicted, and δ represents the number of events that were neither predicted nor observed. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
Methodology 
4.1  Introduction 
The superensemble algorithm used here was developed through the renovation of the 
computer program used in the Amorphe project (Cane and Mileti, 2006).  Their superensemble 
was adapted from one which interfaced with rainfall precipitation models to one which could be 
applied to the air dispersion models discussed previously.  Since the air dispersion models were 
run under steady state conditions, further alterations were performed to change the measurement 
variable for the training period.  The effect of the alteration shifted the paradigm from one of 
elapsed time (days) to one of distance traveled (meters).   
Two different sets of pollutant concentration profiles were used in the creation and 
evaluation of the superensemble algorithm.  The first data set was used in the training phase as 
the input data needed for the superensemble creation.  The remaining data set was used in the 
prediction phase for evaluation purposes.   Unless otherwise specified, the intervals for both the 
superensemble training and prediction phases were set at 500m.  This meant that over the course 
of the emitted distance several superensemble calculations were made.  The data output from the 
superensemble will give the calculated pollutant concentration and the weights given to each 
model.  The accuracy of the superensemble and each model can then be obtained by comparing 
their results to the measured profile.  Obtaining the accuracy is important as there needs to be a 
method of evaluating model performance. 
This research was applied to three case studies.  In each case study there are common 
procedures that were uniformly performed including superensemble formation and performance 
evaluation using both the root mean square error and the Brier skill score. 
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4.2 Superensemble Formation 
The creation of the superensemble was made possible through the execution of a multi-
step process.  The first step was to run each member model using a given a set of initial 
conditions unique for each data set.   This concentration profile was calculated for each distance 
away from the point source found within the data set.  The concentrations obtained by all the 
models in the pool were then regressed against the actual measured value of that data set using a 
linear regression technique.  This linear regression technique was performed through the use of a 
non-linear minimization program written using LINGO 13.0 which solved the minimization 
function.  This function acts to limit the spread between the parameters and the observed state 
and is commonly solved through the use of matrices and the Gauss-Jordan Elimination Method.  
The minimization function used is similar to Equation 11 with the adaptation of using downwind 
distance as opposed to time elapsed due to steady state conditions and is given below: 
                                                       ( ) ( )( )
2
0
∑
=
−=
length
x
xOxSJ                                                          (47)  
where: J is the error term which needs to be minimized to obtain the statistical weights, x is the 
length of the downwind distance away from the point source, S(x) is the superensemble 
prediction of pollutant concentration , and O(x) is the observed value of the pollutant 
concentration.  
 In order to find the necessary weights for each model it was necessary for Equation (47), 
the training phase equation, to be combined with Equation (48) the prediction phase equation 
which is given below.  
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N
i
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                                           (48) 
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In the prediction equation O  is the mean of the observed value in the training phase, N is 
the number of models in the superensemble, ia  is the regression coefficient or weight of each 
model,  ( )xFi  is the forecast made by each model i, and iF is the mean of all forecasts over the 
training period.  When combined these two equations form Equation (49). 
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The value of J was then minimized through the previously mentioned LINGO program designed 
to simulate the Gauss-Jordan elimination method others have successfully used.   The LINGO 
program can be found in Appendix C.  
Once the model weights were calculated for each model, the superensemble was then 
created and the training phase was then complete.   The next phase was the prediction phase 
where the superensemble and the member models were used to in an attempt to predict the 
pollutant concentration values from a completely different data set.  The member models and 
superensemble were run using the new initial conditions relevant to the new data set to obtain the 
predicted values.  Once the calculated values are obtained the next logical step is to evaluate how 
well the member models and superensemble were able to perform. 
4.3   Performance Evaluation 
In this study two methods were used to quantify the increase in accuracy that was gained 
by using the superensemble.  These methods were the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and the 
Brier Score. 
4.3.1 Root mean square error.  After the calculations were performed for all the 
member models and the superensemble, the final step was to evaluate their performance.  The 
evaluation for each case study utilized two popular methods in determining the accuracy of 
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superensemble and its member models: Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and the Briar Score. 
The formula to calculate RMSE is given below: 
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                                                    (50) 
where  iy  is the calculated concentration,  io is the measured concentration value, and n is the 
number of points where calculations were performed. 
4.3.2 Applying the Briar score.  The first step in applying the Brier score is to determine 
the number of events in which the concentration exceeds the threshold value.  As the models and 
superensemble are run, an event is triggered and a symbolic flag is raised.  These are compared 
with the measured values and a contingency table is generated.  From this variables are set so 
that α  will represent the number of events that were both predicted and observed, β  will 
represent the amount of events that were predicted but not observed, γ  will represent the amount 
of events observed but not predicted, and δ will represent the number of events that were neither 
predicted nor observed.  These variables are then placed in the following equation to determine 
the hit rate. 
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 Once the hit rate is calculated for the superensemble and each member model it is used in 
the following equation to determine the weight each will receive. 
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where
 
a value of 3 was used for k.  
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 The probability for each model and superensemble was calculated as the number of 
events predicted divided by the number of measurement sites.  The weights are then used to 
calculate the Brier Score for each model and the superensemble using the following equation: 
                                                                                                                                                    (53) 
                                                                
                                                       
where
 
nd =0 if the event does not occur, nd  =1 if the event occurs, and N is the number of 
measurement taken along the downwind concentration profile. 
4.4 Data Sets Utilized 
 The data sets utilized in these experiments originate from the EPA website.  They are 
located on the Preferred / Recommended Models web page in the AERMOD modeling section 
under the Model Evaluation Databases.  Currently there are data sets available for 17 locations.  
Each location is contained within a downloadable file which will encompass several more files 
containing information pertaining to input data, initial AERMOD and AERMET settings, 
buildings or other obstructions, and observed pollutant concentration measurements.  It is these 
initial conditions that are used for each member model calculation.  The observed concentration 
measurements become utilized in both the superensemble formation as well as the RMSE 
calculations.    
   Generally, there were two main pollutants which had concentration data available:  
2SO
  
and 2NO .  Also the data sets only considered two types of terrain: flat and mountainous as 
well as whether or not downwash conditions were present.  For this research only data sets using 
the same pollutant, downwash condition, and type of terrain were utilized in the same 
experiment.   
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In a majority of the data sets there were three measurement runs taken at different times 
within a short interval.  To simulate steady state conditions these values were combined to obtain 
a mean concentration value.  One caveat to this process is that on several occasions the 
concentration values from one measurement run were found to have a significant deviation from 
the other measurement runs for that location.  When that occurred, the concentration values from 
that run was considered an outlier and thrown out such that the mean concentration calculated 
would originate from the two data sets which were close together.  The initial parameters from 
the three data sets were also combined to obtain a mean value.  These mean values for both the 
initial parameters and measured concentrations for the data sets were used in the case studies.   
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CHAPTER FIVE  
Results and Discussion 
 This research can be further divided into three case studies.  The first case study will 
determine the effectiveness of the superensemble for 2NO  emission prediction.  The second case 
study will demonstrate the effectiveness o f the superensemble in predicting SO2 emissions.  The 
third and final case study will show the amount of improvement that can be achieved through 
decreasing the range of the superensemble calculation interval. 
5.1  Baldwin 2NO  Case Study  
In this case study the Westvaco data set was used for the superensemble training phase 
and the Baldwin data set was used for the prediction phase.  The initial parameters required for 
the operation of each model were obtained from the initial conditions given in each data set.  
These initial values are given in Table 1.  The 2NO  concentration data that had been collected 
from both the Westvaco site and Baldwin site was organized into three separate files which 
contained the  concentration measurements (WVA01, WVA03, and WVA24) and (BAL01, 
BAL03, and BAL24) originating from slightly different time periods.   Concentration profiles of 
the three Westvaco measurement runs are given in Figure 5.1 and the three Baldwin 
measurement runs are given in Figure 5.2.  The data from all three of these Westvaco 
measurement runs as well as their initial conditions was then averaged out to simulate a single 
collection obtained using steady state conditions and is displayed in Appendix A.  
The Westvaco measurement runs of Figure 5.1 were the best encountered in the course of 
this research.  All three were very close to each other and made very similar predictions of the 
peak concentration.  This means that the Westvaco data set has excellent consistency and would 
be useful for any approximation. 
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 Figure 5.1. 2NO  conc. profile for Westvaco location 
Conversely, the Baldwin measurement runs shown in Figure 5.2 have a problem.  The 
data from the BAL01 run is significantly different from the other two runs after the peak 
concentration and so it was treated as an outlier.  This meant that only two measurement runs and 
their initial conditions were averaged to simulate a single run under steady state conditions.    
 
 Figure 5.2. 2NO  conc. profile for Baldwin location 
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The superensemble range or interval used for the training and prediction phase was set at 
500m so over the course of the concentration profile several complete superensemble 
calculations were made.  Once this steady state data was obtained, the member models were run 
in accordance with the superensemble training procedure discussed in earlier for the purpose of 
obtaining the superensemble weights which are given in Table 5.1. 
Figure 5.3 displays the profile of the calculated concentrations from the models as well as 
the 2NO  concentrations that were measured for the Westvaco location during the training phase.  
The models were calibrated during this period to minimize the difference with the measured 
concentration. Once the weights were obtained using equation 49, they were used to create the 
superensemble. The superensemble was then utilized along with the member models in an 
attempt to predict the concentrations that occur at the Baldwin location.  The mean of all the 
models was also created for comparison purposes. 
Table 5.1 
Calculated Superensemble Weights for Baldwin 
Distance 
Range 
Variable 
K Theory 
Model 
Gaussian 
Plume 
AFTOX Box Model 
(m) Weight Value 
0-500 0.22 0.15 0.59 0.03 
501-1000 0.01 0.09 0.65 0.24 
1001-1500 0.31 0.29 0.25 0.14 
1501-2000 0.50 0.44 0.01 0.05 
2001-2500 0.40 0.49 0.01 0.10 
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Figure 5.3. Calculated 2NO  conc. profile for the superensemble training period at Westvaco 
After determining the superensemble weights from the concentration provided in the 
Westvaco data set, the focus was diverted to predicting the 2NO  concentration at the Baldwin 
location.  All of the member models were run using the initial steady state conditions to predict 
the downwind pollutant concentration profile.  The superensemble was also run and Figure 5.4 
displays the calculated concentration profile for all the member models and the superensemble.   
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However the results shown have a tendency to be confusing and a lot to take in.  For further 
clarification, the results were then narrowed down to include only the model with the lowest 
mean RMSE over the downwind profile (Gaussian Plume), a calculated mean of all the models, 
and the superensemble itself.  This enhanced 2NO  concentration profile is displayed in Figure 
5.5.  
 
Figure 5.4 . Calculated conc. profile for the superensemble forecast period at Baldwin 
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profile (Gaussian Plume), a calculated mean or average of all the models, and the superensemble 
itself.  This enhanced 2NO  concentration profile is displayed in Figure 5.5.  
 
Figure 5.5. Condensed conc. profile for the superensemble forecast period at Baldwin 
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producers of error in this instance.   The error was at its maximum value at the peak 
concentration as the superensemble and the member models missed it entirely. 
 
Figure 5.6 . RMSE for superensemble and models over the conc. profile at Baldwin 
 One of the problems that arise from doing a graph of this nature is that with so many 
models it becomes difficult to keep track.  For further clarification, the results were then 
narrowed down to include only the model with the lowest mean RMSE over the downwind 
profile (Gaussian Plume), a calculated mean of all the models (Ensemble Mean), and the 
superensemble itself.  This enhanced RMSE profile is displayed in Figure 5.7.  From this profile 
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measurement sites where the model is nearly equal with the superensemble.  However, there are 
also many measurement sites where the model has a lot higher error. 
 
Figure 5.7. Condensed RMSE profile for superensemble and most accurate model at Baldwin 
One method to get a general baseline reading on the effectiveness is to take the average 
of all available RMSE calculations over the concentration profile.  These are given in Table 5.2 
which shows the effectiveness of the superensemble as it was responsible for a 16.7% reduction 
from the Gaussian Plume model which had the lowest RMSE value.  The box model was 
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values between the Variable K  model and the Gaussian Plume.  For some yet unknown reason 
the two calculations were similar for nearly all measurement sites despite having different basic 
equations.  
Table 5.2    
Mean RMSE values for Baldwin  
 Mean RMSE (ppm) 
Variable K 24.47 
Gaussian Plume 24.62 
AFTOX 33.54 
Box 42.89 
Mean of all Models 20.65 
Superensemble 17.46 
 
The other method of performance evaluation applied was in determining the Briar score.  
In the calculation of the Brier score, a threshold value of 12.7 ppm was used.  This was obtained 
from the annual NO2 EPA NAAQS standard of 0.53 ppm as the absolute maximum 
concentration allowable in a 15 second interval with no other measured concentration output for 
the rest of the year.  The Briar Score is a useful calculation as it applies a more probabilistic 
approach which is determined by the amount of times the predicted concentrations and the 
measured concentrations are found to be above the threshold value.   Thus it is an excellent 
measure of precision.  Accuracy is then measured indirectly through comparison of calculated 
score values.   The ratio between the scores is the determining factor with a value above 1 being 
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ideal.  The calculated Brier Score values as well as the number of times the threshold value was 
exceeded are given in Table 5.3.  
Table 5.3 
 Calculated Brier Scores for Baldwin  
 
Variable 
K 
Gaussian 
Plume 
AFTOX Box Superensemble 
A (Calculated and 
Measured above 
Threshold Value) 
779 768 981 1035 1036 
B (Meas < TV and Calc 
>TV) 
0 0 147 876 86 
C (Meas >TV and Calc < 
TV) 
297 308 95 41 40 
D (Calculated and 
Measured below 
Threshold Value) 
1052 1052 905 176 966 
c (Hit Rate) 1.78 1.77 1.77 1.35 1.88 
Normalized weight 0.22 0.21 0.22 0.10 0.26 
 Probability 0.36 0.36 0.53 0.89 0.52 
Brier Score 0.63 0.58 0.67 0.81 0.49 
 
 The first four lines of Table 5.3 are able to provide a snapshot of the performance of the 
member models.  By comparing the totals within A and B with those found in C and D, it is 
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found in this instance that the Variable K and Gaussian Plume have a tendency to under predict 
while the AFTOX and Box models have a slight bias towards over predicting.  The hit rate, 
normalized weight, and probability all factor into the Brier Score equation.  For the Baldwin 
location the superensemble produced a 15.5% reduction of the Brier score from the Gaussian 
Plume which was the next lowest. 
5.2  Tracy 2SO  Case Study  
In this case study, the Clifty Creek data set was used for the superensemble training phase 
and the Tracy data set was used for the prediction phase.  The initial parameters required for the 
operation of each model were obtained from the information given in each data set and are given 
in Appendix B.  The 2SO  concentration data that had been collected from both the Clifty Creek 
and Tracy sites was organized into three separate files which contained the  concentration 
measurements (CC7501, CC7503, CC7524) and (TCY01, TCY03, and TCY24) taken separately 
at different time intervals.   Concentration profiles of the three Clifty Creek measurement sets are 
given in Figure 5.8 and the three Tracy measurement sets are given in Figure 5.9.   
 
Figure 5.8. 2SO  conc. profile for Clifty Creek location 
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Figure 5.9. 2SO  conc. profile for Tracy location 
Because the data from the CC7501 and TCY01 measurement runs are significantly off 
from the other two files, they were treated as an outlier.  This means that both locations used 
only two measurement runs in calculating the mean approximation of the steady state conditions.  
Thus, as seen in Appendix B, only two the measurement runs were used to find the mean for 
each location. 
The member models of the superensemble were run and Figure 5.10 displays the profile 
of the calculated concentrations from the models as well as the 2SO  concentrations that were 
measured.  The models were calibrated during this period to minimize the difference with the 
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calculations were made over the length of the data set. The weight of each model in each of the 
superensemble range was determined and appears in Table 5.4. 
 
Figure 5.10. Calculated conc. profile for superensemble training period at Clifty Creek 
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measured peak concentration and will lose much of their accuracy when compared to the training 
phase.   
Table 5.4 
 Calculated Superensemble Weights for Tracy 
Distance 
Range 
Variable 
K Theory 
Model 
Gaussian 
Plume 
AFTOX Box Model 
(m) Weight Value 
0-500 0.18 0.20 0.43 0.19 
501-1000 0.33 0.34 0.05 0.18 
1001-1500 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.95 
1501-2000 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.97 
2001-2500 0.01 0.01 0.97 0.01 
 
After determining the superensemble weights from the concentration provided in the 
Clifty Creek data set, the focus was shifted to predicting the 2SO  concentration at the Tracy 
location.  All of the member models were run using the conditions to predict the downwind 
pollutant concentration profile.  The superensemble was calculated from the weights obtained in 
Table 5.4.  The weights vary for each model inside the different superensemble range.  Figure 
5.11 displays the calculated concentration profile for the member models and the superensemble. 
However all the models together make the graph hard to read.  For further clarification, the 
results were then narrowed down to include only the model with the lowest mean RMSE over the 
downwind profile (AFTOX), a calculated mean of all the models, and the superensemble itself.  
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This enhanced 2SO  concentration profile is displayed in Figure 5.12.  As Figure 5.12 shows the 
ensemble mean significantly under predicts the measured concentration.  
 
 
Figure 5.11. Calculated 2SO  conc. profile for superensemble forecast period at Tracy  
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while most of the other models appear to more significantly underestimate the measured 
concentration.  The Box model appears to have given the lowest estimations when compared to 
all the other models.  
 
Figure 5.12. Condensed 2SO  conc. profile for superensemble forecast for Tracy 
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mean RMSE over the downwind profile (Gaussian Plume), a calculated mean of all the models, 
and the superensemble itself.  This enhanced RMSE profile is displayed in Figure 5.14.    
 One useful method to get a general baseline reading on the effectiveness is to take the 
average of all available RMSE calculations over the concentration profile.  These are given in 
Table 5.5 which shows the effectiveness of the superensemble as it was responsible for a 16.7% 
reduction from the AFTOX model which had the lowest RMSE value.  The box model produced 
the highest RMSE which is the primary reason it was given the lowest weight values for the 
superensemble as given in Table 5.6. 
 
Figure 5.13. RMSE for superensemble and models over the conc. profile at Tracy 
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Figure 5.14 .  RMSE for superensemble and most accurate model at Tracy  
 The error amounts shown in both Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14 are probably too high to be 
acceptable.  Turner and Shulze (2007) suggest that an acceptable model prediction should be 
within 30% of the measured concentration value.  In this research it can be inferred that RMSE 
values above 100 ppm are too high.  The highest error tends to occur at the peak concentration as 
all of the member models and the superensemble tend to underestimate it.  The AFTOX model 
especially has RMSE error that is just way too high, often having values that are two to four 
times the acceptable error value.  For the most part, the superensemble is able to stay within the 
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superensemble at many measurement locations and is much higher at others.  
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Table 5.5  
Mean RMSE Values for Tracy  
 Mean RMSE (ppm) 
Variable K 99.42 
Gaussian Plume 99.67 
AFTOX 48.61 
Box 128.66 
Mean of all Models 82.07 
Superensemble 38.19 
 
The method for determining the precision of the superensemble and its member models is 
through the calculation of the Briar Score.  The Briar Score applies a more probabilistic approach 
which is determined by the amount of times the predicted concentrations and the measured 
concentrations are found to be above the threshold value.  Through comparing the Brier score 
values the accuracy of the models can be found using an indirect manner.   In the calculation of 
the Brier score a threshold value of 18 ppm was used.  This was obtained from the annual 2SO  
EPA NAAQS standard of 0.75 ppm as the absolute maximum concentration allowable in a 15 
second interval with no other measured concentration output for the rest of the year.  This 
method serves to give a rough estimate of the potential for calculating one time high 
concentration releases.  It is important to keep in mind that he only location the EPA is 
concerned with is located at the property line.  The threshold distribution and Brier Score for 
each model and the superensemble are given in Table 5.6.  The superensemble produced an 
average of 75% reduction from the member models.   
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Table 5.6   
 Calculated Brier Scores for Tracy  
 
Variable 
K 
Gaussian 
Plume 
AFTOX Box Superensemble 
A (Calculated and Measured 
above Threshold Value) 
1238 1202 1249 1142 1137 
B (Meas < TV and Calc >TV) 0 0 45 57 0 
C (Meas >TV and Calc < TV) 333 369 322 429 434 
D (Calculated and Measured 
below Threshold Value) 
961 961 916 904 961 
c value 1.74 1.72 1.71 1.63 1.69 
Normalized weight 0.17 0.16 0.16 0.14 0.15 
Probability 0.49 0.47 0.51 0.47 0.45 
Brier Score 0.38 0.49 0.54 0.41 0.26 
 
5.3  Tracy Superensemble Range Case Study 
This case study was performed to determine the effect of altering the superensemble size 
on prediction accuracy.  The same initial parameters and data set sites from the Tracy 2SO  case 
study were used, so the member model calculations will not change.   The only parameter being 
changed in this case study is the range of the superensemble for the training and forecast periods 
from their initial value of 500m.  The superensemble range was changed to values of 200m while 
the models were run over the entire profile in accordance with the procedure used in the previous 
case study.  The Clifty Creek data set was used to obtain new model weights in the training 
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phase and the superensemble was used to predict the concentration of the Tracy data set.  This 
process was then repeated for other ranges of 100m, 50m, and 1000m.  The 2SO concentration 
profile for each superensemble range is shown in Figure 5.15.  The RMSE for each of the 
superensemble was calculated as well and is displayed in Figure 5.16.       
 
Figure 5.15. 2SO  conc. for superensemble ranges over conc. profile 
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Figure 5.16. RMSE for superensemble range intervals over the conc. profile 
The mean RMSE was calculated for each superensemble range to obtain a gage on the effect 
the size of the range and the results are shown in Figure 5.17 and Table 5.9.  The 1000m 
superensemble range was significantly higher when compared to the others.  The results show an 
inverse relationship between the superensemble range size and RMSE.  There is a clear 
advantage gained from decreasing the superensemble range.  This RMSE reduction is obtained 
from running the superensemble more often which decreases the error differential.  Since the 
error differential is decreased at most of the locations, a more accurate prediction is achieved.  
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 Figure 5.17 also shows the significant loss of accuracy that was obtained from using the 
superensemble range of 1000m.    Very large superensemble ranges have
requiring fewer calculations but they also 
produce decreasing error but require more processing power and time for the
is the trade that must be considered.
Figure 5.17. Relationship between mean RMSE
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The Brier score was also calculated but it was not able to evaluate any improvement in 
accuracy for the smaller ranges.  This was due to its strict reliance of only considering the 
instances where the threshold level was exceeded.  By decreasing the superensemble range, the 
pollutant concentrations became closer to the measured value.  However, there was no change in 
the number of times the threshold value was exceeded so the values for each of the lower 
superensemble ranges were the same as those in Table 5.8.  This meant that all of the 
superensemble ranges below 500m received the same Brier score of 0.26 in the final calculation. 
The one exception was the 1000m range which had 83 additional instances of the superensemble 
failing to calculate a concentration above the threshold value which led to its Brier score value 
becoming 0.37 which was a 42% increase.  
5.4 Conclusion and Future Work 
One of the key limiting factors in the overall effectiveness of the superensemble is 
relying upon the member models’ previous predictions to obtain the weights during the training 
phase.  If all the models prove to be widely off the mark the superensemble will only provide a 
slight improvement in accuracy and precision.  Because the models used in this research often 
missed the measured peak concentration, their corresponding RMSE values were significantly 
higher there than at other points of the concentration profile.  This also affected the 
superensemble prediction due to their relationship.  In many cases it can be inferred that the 
superensemble is limited by the performance of the best model, although through the use of very 
low or negative weights on the worst models, slightly better performance is theoretically 
possible.  However, having very accurate models would negate the need for a superensemble in 
the first place. 
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The superensemble gains its competitive edge from its member models through the 
inconsistency of the models over the course of the entire downwind profile.  An individual model 
tends to have regions of excellent accuracy as well as regions with poor predictions.  By having 
the superensemble continually near the best performing model it is able to beat all the member 
models as they lose their effectiveness in certain regions of the concentration profile.  This is the 
reason why the range size is so important towards superensemble accuracy.  Smaller range sizes 
give the superensemble more opportunities to adjust the weights to gain accuracy. There is a 
need for further study on both the effects of using a very small range size and exploring the 
possibility of implementing continuous superensemble calculations at each measurement point.    
 Another point of contention is the methods of evaluation for the models and the 
superensemble.  Both RMSE and the Briar score have drawbacks.  One of the issues with using 
RMSE is the variability of the calculations as one travels away from the source.  One model may 
have the lowest error at one distance and then have one of the highest values further downwind.  
Using the mean RMSE can give a gage of accuracy.   However, there is the chance of applying 
the model or superensemble with the lowest mean RMSE and having the highest error at the 
point of measurement such as the property line.     
 The Briar score is dependent on the threshold concentration being exceeded to trigger an 
event.  Thus it is only able to determine accuracy around the threshold concentration level.  It 
fails to factor in accuracy at those concentration levels either above or below the threshold.  The 
Brier score operates on the assumption that the difference in the number of events will lead to a 
better prediction of the accuracy.  Because of this, there is difficulty in distinguishing between 
several models or superensembles that are closely grouped.  Other methods of error evaluation 
will need to be explored. 
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Appendix A 
Initial Conditions for Member Model Calculation of 2NO  
Location 
WVA0
1 
WVA03 
WVA2
4 
Mean  
WVA 
BAL01 BAL03 BAL24 
Mean 
BAL 
Emission 
Rate of 
Pollutant 
( 3m
g ) 
10365  10550  9300  10070 24650  26340 21590 24190 
Wind 
Velocity 
(
s
m ) 
3.67  4.88  3.94  4.15 2.04  1.52  2.35 1.97  
Stack 
Height 
(m) 
 
184.8  184.8  184.8  184.8 252.2  252.2 252.2 252.2 
Stack 
Diameter 
(m) 
5.94  5.94  5.94  5.94 3.38  3.38 3.38 3.38 
Stack Gas 
Exit 
Temperature 
(◦K) 
425  421  373  406 452  391  440 427  
75 
 
Ambient 
Temperature 
(◦K) 
271 272 275 273 284 281 279 280 
Exit 
Velocity 
(
s
m ) 
28.9   31.7   37.6   32.7 51.2   57.8   42.7 51.0   
Stability 
Category 
F F F F F F F F 
Date 1/24/83 1/24/83 1/24/83 1/24/83 5/8/91 5/8/91 5/9/91 5/8/91 
Time 10:15 13:45 16:35 13:30 17:35 19:35 18:20 19:00 
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Appendix B 
Initial Conditions for Member Model Calculation of 2SO    
Location 
CCR750
3 
CCR752
4 
Mean  
CCR 
TCY0
3 
TCY2
4 
Mean 
TCY 
Emission 
Rate of 
Pollutant 
( 3m
g ) 
9020  9950  9470 13310 10480 11690 
Wind 
Velocity 
(
s
m ) 
2.82  2.90  2.86 3.62  3.34 3.48  
Stack Height 
(m) 
 
204.8  204.8  204.8 191.4 191.4 191.4 
Stack 
Diameter 
(m) 
 
4.62  4.62  4.62 5.77 5.77 5.77 
Stack Gas 
Exit 
Temperature 
(◦K) 
352  367  360 429  455 442  
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Ambient 
Temperature 
(◦K) 
278 278 278 283 285 284 
Exit Velocity 
(
s
m ) 
17.2   21.9   19.6 31.1   38.6 35.1   
Stability 
Category 
F F F F F F 
Date 3/18/75 3/18/75 3/18/75 9/2/89 9/2/89 9/2/89 
Time 11:10 15:35 13:20 08:05 11:50 10:30 
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Appendix  C 
LINGO Program used for Superensemble Weight Calculation 
MODEL: 
              Min = (O - (F-G)*A + (H-I)*B + (J-K)*C + (L-M)*D)^2 ;   
    
                  A > 0.01; 
                  B > 0.01; 
                  C > 0.01; 
                  D > 0.01; 
                  
                 A < 1; 
                 B < 1; 
                 C < 1; 
                 D < 1; 
 
                 A + B + C + D = 1;     
                END 
 
In this program the variables are used to represent the following: 
Values that are being solved for: 
A is the weight for the Gaussian Plume model. 
B is the weight for the Variable K model. 
C is the weight for the AFTOX model. 
D is the weight for the Box model. 
Values the user must input: 
O is the mean of the measured value in the training phase. 
F is the predicted value of the Gaussian Plume model.  
G is the mean of all Gaussian Plume values over the training phase. 
H is the predicted value of the Variable K model.  
I is the mean of all Variable K values over the training phase. 
J is the predicted value of the AFTOX model . 
K is the mean of all AFTOX values over the training phase. 
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L is the predicted value of the Box model.  
M is the mean of all Box values over the training phase. 
 
